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to.Q: How do I avoid the boring task of selecting a primary key on each new table when I add a
foreign key to a database? I am writing a basic script to create tables in a database. To make it
easier for myself, each table will have the same primary key, a combination of two INT fields.

Currently, my script creates one table, then loops through the select statement to add the primary
key to each row. For large tables this will run for a significant amount of time. How can I make the

foreign key part of the script? Is there a way I can use a variable to determine the foreign key fields?
I know that I can do INSERT INTO Table1 (PK,FK,Column) VALUES (1,2,Field1),(1,2,Field2),... ...but I'm
wondering if it is possible to say: INSERT INTO Table1 (PK,FK,Column) VALUES (1,{query}) ...or even:

INSERT INTO Table1 (PK,FK,Column) VALUES (1,Field1+Field2,Field3) A: The easy way is to use an
insert-select statement: CREATE TABLE test (id int, name varchar(10)); CREATE TABLE users (id int,

name varchar(10)); INSERT INTO test (id, name) VALUES (1, 'Lars'), (2, 'Ola'), (3, 'Nebu'); INSERT
INTO users (id, name) VALUES (1,'martin'),
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